Abstract-Text similarity calculation is the basic work in the application of Chinese information processing. A highquality text similarity calculation method must be accurate and efficient, that is, it can be able to compare texts from the level of text natural language meaning, and arrive at the similarity distinction similar to artificial reading based on a full understanding of the author or text source semantic. At the same time, it should also be an efficient algorithm to save the processing time in facing large amount of text information to be processed. Through the research of many domestic and foreign literature, analysis and further research on current situation of similarity calculation, this paper intended to present a new method to improve the performance of similarity calculation, namely a Chinese text similarity algorithm based on word-number difference, which combined the traditional based on statistics and the narrow semantic method that meant the combination of the statistical efficiency and semantic accuracy. Combining the advantages of statistics and semantic category also means the necessity to face and overcome disadvantages of the two kinds of methods. This paper attempted to take the difference in word-number as the breakthrough point, took advantage of the diversity of Chinese word-number, combining with the word frequency, number and meaning, in order to successfully extend the word similarity calculation to the text similarity calculation. Finally, introduced the self built small text set as test object, compared similarity calculation of different methods in the laboratory environment. It shows that the similarity calculation method based on difference in word-number performances better than the traditional methods based on statistical and semantic. Through artificial comparison of the test results of research on this topic in accuracy and speed of segmentation, provide a new approach for Chinese text similarity calculation Index Terms-Similarity; Factor in Word-Number; Segmentation
INTRODUCTION
As the basic work in organization and management of mass information, the calculation of text similarity has a decisive impact on text classification and information retrieval. It also has a wide application prospect in the fields of search engine, document check, artificial intelligence, digital library and so on.
Text similarity calculation means calculating the similarity between documents in a certain way. In similarity calculation of English texts, English owns the features that each word has its own meaning, and words are separated by a space in any sentence. However, different from English, Chinese characters have different meanings in different combinations. Therefore, in Chinese text similarity calculation, the particularity of Chinese should be put into full consideration. Do Chinese word segmentation to the text, and with the help of Chinese segmentation results, can make the computer capable of identifying the contents of natural text. On the basis of different kinds of Chinese word segmentation, both of the calculation method and calculation results Chinese text similarity would be different [1] .
Calculation of text similarity is the basic work in the application of Chinese information processing. A highquality calculation method of text similarity must be accurate and efficient, that is, comparison can be done from the level of natural language meaning of texts and similarity distinction can approach actual reading by full understanding of author or semantics of text source [2] . Meanwhile, the method must use an efficient algorithm to save processing time during processing large amounts of text information.
To improve the utilization efficiency of information and enhance the precision of information retrieval, highquality text similarity calculation method is a necessary measure. The significance of the study on text similarity is how to use the most accurate and efficient similarity algorithm to calculate the text similarity between texts of different word-number and belong to different categories quickly and accurately [3] . As a basic work of application like text classification and information retrieval, the efficiency of similarity calculation plays a decisive role in them.Study of this topics is of realistic significance in the following aspects:
(1) As information disseminator and audience, humans express thoughts and meanings through text in the information exchange process, so the natural language is rich in semantics. But the human communication, is based on human biology cognitive understanding, for the computer, biological understanding is more difficult. In natural language, phenomena of polysemy and synonym are very common. At the same time, other complex phenomena abound like synonyms antonyms, and parts of speech, grammar etc. Improvement of information retrieval quality and efficiency, need to be verified with semantics, the calculation of text similarity, is to try to overcome these difficulties, make the computer can compare text from natural language meaning perspective, doing the basic work in other applications for Chinese information. The calculation of text similarity is the foundation for stability, rapid development of information. High efficiency in the operation of computer, can replace primitive data collection and record, and with the realization of the similarity calculation, can make a computer identify text approximately, then help human free from complex, repetitive text work to a greater extent.
(2) Accelerate the speed of query target information. Due to the wide spread of computer network, the whole world owns hundreds of billions of Webpage, and when we carry on the information retrieval, there will be lots of text with the retrieval condition. Through the calculation of text similarity, can compare text with retrieval conditions, sort the resulting text according to the retrieval of different conditions. The rapid development of Baidu and Google, shows huge range of application and broad market space of retrieval. Of course the search engine also involves a variety of computer technology, but the text similarity, is one of the key [4] .
(3) Improve the comprehensive of information query relevant information. Similarly, as the large data scale of the network space, when the user query data, a lot of material will be retrieved. However, due to a variety of language expression, if there is no perfect calculation of text similarity, data of less relevant would be filtered by search conditions. Besides, text similarity can expand the traditional keyword dominant retrieval method, especially in similar document query, can query to more comprehensive relevant information, according to the document category keyword combined with the text similarity.
The semantic problem is the most difficult to define and inevitable problems in text information processing, which may be the relationship between a linguistic sign and it's coreference, or the concept of associated human perception and language symbols, or response to a series of external stimuli. No matter merplotactic language English, or semotactic language Chinese, both of whose multiple attribute can be discussed from different angles.
(1) Semantics is the product of the interaction of objective and subjective. A semantic unit can be referring to objective terminology and common name, virtual name generated from possible world or imaginary world, verbs express actions, adjectives and adverbs express quality and properties, or prepositions and conjunctions express relationship etc.
(2) Semantics is the product of the combination of language form and content. The content and form are integrated into word, phrase, sentence of shared pronunciation or morphology or known as symbolic units by cognitive thinking, and these units become words in application or participation in communication, then form the external language. The functional description and the complicated relationship set (synonymy, hyponymy, antonymy, part and whole etc.) in use of symbolic units can reveal its semantic properties [5] .
(3) Semantics is the product of the combination of individual and general. The semantic comestible from the cognitive subject-the awareness and understanding of human towards the objective world. The generality reflects the static meaning and the static properties of words, while the Individuality reflects the dynamic meaning and dynamic characteristics of words.
Only on the basis of fully familiar with the semantic features and composition, can the computer be used to identify language approximately, thus calculate text similarity with the way meeting human cognitive habits.
II. DIFFERENCE FACTOR IN WORD-NUMBER
This case often occurs in the calculation of the text similarity: in three texts A, B, and C with 50, 50, and 500 Chinese characters respectively. Since text A has fewer counts of Chinese characters, the words in text A tends to be included in text C after sentence splitting and word segmentation, which makes the calculation result be a very high similarity, that is, the phenomenon that a long corpus covers a short one occurs. However, in the viewpoint of text content, the texts A and B both with 50 words are closer semantically. In order to solve this problem, we introduce the concept of difference factor in word-number.
Word is the smallest unit in Chinese information processing, so rapid and effective segmentation to text is the precondition of text similarity calculation. In Chinese, words can be divided into three kinds of a total of eleven classes according to the part of speech, including symbols of special use, such as character punctuation, unit, digital, various western letters and other non Chinese. The three kinds include component words, special element words and non component words, while the eleven classes include nouns, verbs, adjectives, numerals, measure words, pronouns, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary, onomatopoeia and interjections. Among these, nouns, verbs, adjectives, numerals, measure words and pronoun word class, Is the main weight part of text semantic expression, namely the key to similarity calculation, while other function words only take part in last cumulative part in the similarity calculation [6] .
A. Concept of Difference Factor in Word-Number
Since the effect of difference in word-number on text similarity calculation exists objectively, this paper puts forward the concept of difference factor in word-number, in order to pertinently show the effect of difference in word-number on text similarity calculation, especially the effect of semantic level. Participation of the difference factor in word-number would reduce the variation caused by the difference in word-number in the other calculation of similarity.
The difference factor in word-number is formed by the total count of text characters, count of notional words, count of function words, and special identifiers. The notional words include nouns, verbs, adjectives, numerals, quantifiers, and pronouns. The function words include adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliaries, onomatopoeias, interjections and 398 special identifiers. The total count of text characters is the number of all Chinese characters in the text. After the Chinese segmentation, total number of notional words, function 
, which indicates a twodimensional array made by the count of characters contained in the word and the occurrence number of words in the text, as shown in the figure. Since function words and special identifiers have no independent semantics in the text, only their total count is used to calculate the difference factor in word-number. 
B. Calculating the Difference Factor in Word-Number
Take some Chinese text for example. Consider the text as T 1 , the contrast text (created based on the T 1 after Chinese segmentation) as T 2 , and the source text, which T 1 is excerpted from, as T 3 . Count the total number of notional words, function words, and special identifiers respectively through Chinese words segmentation.
Assume that in the text T 1 , there are 25 notional words, which are distributed as {L,H 1 },while in the text T 2 , there are 33 notional words, which are distributed as {L,H 2 }.
Take the words as specified data points (x i ,y i ) (i=0,1,...,m), a function can be constructed according to their occurrence number in the text:
multivariate function of (a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a n ), there is:
The linear equations of (a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a n ) can be represented by the following matrix: 
In the text T 3 , all the notional words in T 1 occur and their frequencies are higher than those in T 1 . The words are distributed as {L, (H 1 |H 3 )}. In addition, the notional words in the text T 3 are 58 more than those in T 1 , and the occurrence frequency more than once. Binary 0, 0
By comparing the data, we can find that most parts of text T 3 are overlapped with text T 1 . Borrowing the concept of geometry, there are more coincidences at the same points, but the overlap area of two curves is not JOURNAL OF MULTIMEDIA, VOL. 9, NO. 7, JULY 2014 867
large. The ratio of overlap area of texts T 1 and T 2 to the text T 1 is bigger than that of texts T 1 to T 3 . The method [2] for calculating the weight of words given by Dumains in local and full text is shown in table I.
From various local and full-field calculation, can draw the distribution ratio of entries appear in the text, and word discrimination in distinguishing the core word, namely high frequency word set: 
Combining the above calculation of local weight and full-field weight for notional words, find the formula for difference factor in word-number (  ): 
,, T T T T  
is tally with the actual situation.
C. The Segmentation Method Based on the Special Identifier
Calculation method of Chinese text similarity based on difference of word number in this paper, use the knowledge about ontology, combined with the Chinese semantics Chinese dictionary Hownet, calculate primitive word similarity, then coupled with the word difference factor into semantic similarity calculation method of the whole text. Due to use of the knowledge about ontology, the following will introduced Ontology firstl.
(1) Introduction of Ontology The word "ontology" comes from the philosophy as a part of metaphysic. Metaphysics systematic research on the principle under specific subject, mainly the essence of existence and experience, which is a newly appeared content in information technology engineering now. An ontology defines a common vocabulary and concept used for description and representation of knowledge of a field, ontology is also an engineering product, "specific vocabulary to describe the real world, and exploitation hypothesis set about the words and their meaning" [7] .
Ontology includes Conceptualization, Explicit, Formal and Share. It's target is acquiring, describing and representing knowledge of relevant field, providing a common understanding of the knowledge of the field, determining the words of common understanding in the field, and Giving a clear definition of the relationship between these concepts and vocabulary of the form pattern from the different levels.
(2) Semantics calculation of vocabulary In Ontology, semantic dictionary will use a tree structure to combined the used words together, as shown in the figure 3. In the tree structure, there is only one shortest traversal path between any two points, which represent the shortest distance between the two words. According to the semantic interpretation of the dictionary, it can show the difference between concepts or words that the two nodes represent to a certain extent, namely the semantic distance of two concepts [8] . In the arithmetic expression, set two words w 1 ,w 2 , if w 1 has n senses s 11 ,s 12 ,...,s 1n , w 2 has m senses s 21 ,s 22 ,...,s 2m , set the similarity between w 1 and w 2 as similarity maximum of all the senses, namely. 
where, 12 ( , ) simW w w represents similarity between the two words, 12 ( , ) ij simWS s s represents similarity between the two senses, sense is represented by sememe, according to reference [9] can get the similarity between the two sememe as:
where, p 1 and p 2 represent the two sememe, d, a positive integer, is the path length between p 1 and p 2 in sememe level system, here as the sememe distance between the two sememe.  is an adjustable parameter, which means the path length when the similarity is 0.5, here set  =1.6
on the depth of sememe tree. The similarity calculation formula between two notional is: Collect statistics for word segmentation results according to the notional words, function words, and special markers. The notional words include nouns, verbs, adjectives, numerals, classifiers and pronouns, while the function words include adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary, onomatopoeia and interjections. Rank the words in descending order according to the frequency they appear in the text, and combine the length of the word and the frequency it appears in the text into a two-dimensional array. Then calculate the difference factor in word-number according to formula.
Words in Hownet are composed of the notional words and function words. The notional words are described by independent description, relationship sememe description and symbolic sememe description. Independent description, namely using "the basic sememe" or "(the word)" to describe. Relationship sememe description, namely using " relationship sememe = basic sememe " or "relationship sememe=(the word)" or "(relationship sememe=the word)" to describe. Symbolic sememe description, namely using simple "{syntactic sememe}" and "{relationship sememe}" to describe "relationship symbols basic sememe" or "relationship symbols (concrete word)" function words.
In independent description, the first description is the basic sememe of words and the most basic, most important description of the notional words, and named as the first independent sememe description, since the independent sememe shows the most commonly used semantic of the words. Because notional words are specific parts in expressing the meaning in language, semantic similarity calculation of substantive part also need to be focus on, which would improve the efficiency of semantic calculation of notional words in Hownet, as the overall count reduces.
The notional words similarity calculation in Hownet consists of four parts: the similarity of the sense of the first independent sememe can be calculated by formula (9) , denoted by simWP 1 (p 1 ,p 2 ), the similarity of other independent sememe are denoted by simWP 2 (p 1 ,p 2 ), since they may have multiple component, simWP 2 (p 1 ,p 2 ) is calculated by the method of the maximum combined weighted value:
Among it, m is the length, n is the frequency, thus w 11 represents the words that length are one, and only appear once in text. w mn represents the words that length are m, and appear n times in text. Let N be a similarity matrix of text u and v, there is: 
Among it,
In computation, firstly, traversal similarity matrix, combine the words of the greatest similarity, remove them from the rows and columns that they belong in the matrix. Continue to search similarity words combination and delete the matrix rows and columns, until the matrix is empty, then the maximum combination sequence of the text is:
In text T 1 , T 2 , word semantic similarity and difference factor in word-number are:
The formula for calculating text similarity based on difference in word-number is: 
E. Analysis of Experimental Results
(1) The evaluation parameters of experimental results Standard of evaluating Chinese text similarity algorithm consists of accuracy, high efficiency and applicability. Specific details are as follows:
Accuracy: Accuracy is the most important and most difficult index in text similarity calculation, since that it relates to the computer machine recognition to language, but the machine which can't read like human, can just correspond words to stored semantic according to the designed process. Therefore, a perfect similarity algorithm, must reflect human-readable text semantics of a text, and it's calculation results must be in line with standards of human cognition. As the basic work of information processing, influence of the similarity results in information retrieval, machine dialogue and other application areas is crucial.
High efficiency: Because of the basic position of text similarity calculation in information processing, similarity will be widely carried out in multi-level and multi-orientation, however, all the computer systems, their calculation speed are relatively limited, at the same time of computer multitasking, similarity calculation need to minimize occupation of the computation speed and system resources of the computer, so while ensuring the accuracy of the calculation result, reducing similarity calculation's occupation of computation resources, is the effective requirement of similarity calculation. Applicability: Nowadays, Computers are widely used. Because of the difference between economic level and the level of science and technology, the computer systems used in regions and industries also have difference. In addition to the difference on the computer hardwares, computer softwares are of more multifarious difference, so a good text similarity calculation algorithm must have good universality to the software and hardware of the computer, must have the same operation in different operating system. Similarity calculation results must be good support for further application, and have unit recognition and calculation level towards different types of text materials of different disciplines, won't generate errors caused by the expression of language or rare nouns of characteristic category, having a good adaptability to the computer environment, requiring similarity calculation of effective machine learning mechanism, in order to achieve good portability and stability of the results [10] .
(2) The result analysis and comparison Assess the Chinese word segmentation system according to the above segmentation system evaluation standard. The experiment is completed on the computer with the CPU of Intel Conroe E6300 1.86GHz, 2GB memory and the operating system of Windows XP.
Take experimental data from self-constructed small text set as the test object, Including a total of 300 articles in 6 fields of economic, legal, news, chemical, computer, physics and astronomy, all of which were collected from field journals published materials, and paragraphs of between 50-500 words generally. Experimental materials drawn from arbitrary two pieces of material from them, calculate similarity by method 1, 2, 3 respectively, method 1 is the word semantic similarity calculation method from reference [11] , method 2 is the word semantic similarity calculation method from reference [12] , and method 3 is an improved calculation method of text similarity based on 3 layer structure. Adopt parameter values from reference [9] as the parameters in the formula. There are 
The number of correct results ecision
The number of all the return results
The identified correct results call
The total correct results in the database
The experimental results is shown in Table 2 . Economic  27  31  33  61  48  70  Legal  22  28  35  60  47  66  News  32  42  47  55  52  61  Chemical  26  31  37  41  46  53  Computer  29  35  38  44  51  57  Physics  26  40  39  48  48  52  Astronomy  19  39  24  36  39  41 The experimental results show: Compared with traditional Vector space model based on statistics [13] and The narrow sense similarity calculation based on lexical semantics, text similarity calculation method based on word difference factor has performed better that meets expectation in the model design process. This result shows that Chinese language characteristics embodied in text similarity calculation. Considering the essence of Chinese as semotactic language, the starting point for semantic calculation must be a meaningful words string combination after Chinese segmentation. In segmentation results, since a word can have different meanings, the word-number it contains and the number of times it appears in the text, show the importance of the words in the text to a certain extent. Basing on the statistics of the Chinese word segmentation results, calculate difference factor according to content words, function words and the number of special signs. After deterring the words and weights of semantic phrases, calculate the lexical similarity by Hownet, calculating similarity of all phrases in the two novels, and feature weighting. In accordance with the quantity and frequency of substantive results, technology on lexical similarity can improve the efficiency of calculation. Then combined with the word difference factor, expand the text similarity in terms of the similarity of the whole text [14] .
The whole calculation process clearly represents the advantage of two different methods based on statistic and semantic. Method based on statistic is easy to Machine recognition for computer, while word frequency statistics can intuitively reflect the weight of phrases in the text and greatly improve the computational efficiency. Method based on semantic through the Hownet, can restore and combine the semantic category in the text to the greatest extent, calculate semantic similarity of text dynamically according to word frequency and length of unit word. By combining the advantages of two method, efficiency of similarity calculation is improved, in the meantime, accuracy of machine recognition in semantic is also ensured.
III. CONCLUSION

A. Summary
The algorithm for text similarity of word length differences can be applied to extensive aspects of Chinese information processing such as search engines, machine translation, machine proof-reading, speech synthesis, automatic classification, machine marking, artificial intelligence, speech recognition, and human-computer interaction. With extensive promotion of Internet and its high efficiency, the information spreading on Internet becomes the mainstream, which turns into the trend of development. Text similarity can be better used to calculate the similarity of web pages for the fields of advertising, and then target the ads to the concerned fields on all web pages with the same contents. At the same time, the calculation of text similarity is also essential in the distinction for text contents similarity of web pages. For different search targets, the search results can be sorted by text length in some algorithms. Text similarity in combination with sort by text length in mass similar search results has powerful value in use. This paper puts forward a Chinese text similarity algorithm based on word difference. After the research of many domestic and foreign literature, and further analysis and research on the current situation of the similarity calculation, put forward a new method of enhancing the performance of similarity-the combination of traditional methods based on statistic and semantic, the combination of the efficiency of method based on statistic and the accuracy of method based on semantic.
Among the methods based on statistics, vector space model is comparatively accurate, which through the statistics of words appear number in the text, treat words as characteristic mapping tospecific space, turn the text into space vector, and get the similarity of two text by calculating cosine for space vectorial angle. In addition, the generalized vector space model, latent semantic indexing model, method based on Attribute Theory, all belong to the calculation method based on statistics [15] .
Among the methods based on semantic, there are the representative calculations based on Markov model and calculations based on lexical semantics. The Markov model method tries to combine the word frequency and word order, be applied into the calculation of text similarity, using the longest common subsequence that reflectets word order, on the basis of the original word frequency, merge them into the compound words weight, perform data dimension reduction by using the state transfer matrix. Calculation based on lexical semantics, combining lexical semantic and text vector by Hownet, calculate text similarity by using the maximum matching algorithm [16] .
Combining the advantages of two methods based on statistic and semantic also means having to face the problem of overcoming the shortcomings of the two methods. This paper attempts to take the difference in words number as the breakthrough point,Basing on the diversity of the number of Chinese words, combing with word frequency, number and the semantic of words, extend word similarity computation based on the Hownet to the text similarity calculation.
B. Further Work
Because of the limited research time and scientific research principles, this method also has some problems, which need further improvement.
 Statistics for word string combination, notional words, function words and the special identifier after Chinese text segmentation need further optimization, especially the notional word frequency-an important parameters for the text keyword coincidence, which can effectively improve computational efficiency.  Lexical similarity calculation based on Hownet can be further strengthened by trying other semantic database or concurrent using of various semantic database, To provide more accurate, detailed meanings for lexical semantic switch. All of the above is a pity this subject research, solution to the above problems and new attempt, may bring new calculation to similarity.
